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ITEM 9 OF THE PROVISIONAL AGENDA

General debate (continued)

1. Mr. MAZIGH (Libya); It gives me great pleasure
to convey to the General Assembly my country's e't
pression of esteem and respect and to extend to you,
Mr. President, my heartiest congratulations upon your
unanimous election as our President. Your election
has come as a tribute to your brilliant qualities as an
experienced diplomat and to. ,your country, one with
which we entertain the most cordial and brotherly
relations. We, as fellow Afr,icans, take pride in your
election. We rejoice to see for :the second time an
African receiving the honour of the presidency of this
Assembly.. 'This is a high reoognition and does much
credit to the many Membe1's who are relatively new
amongst us. I am quite confident, Mr. President, that
through your wise guidance the work of the nineteenth
session will be conducted in that spirit of understand
ing, tolerance and co-operation which will help to
further the success ot our Assembly. '

2. I avail myself of this opportunity to convey through
you, Mr. President, my delegation's greetings and
gratitude to your distinguished predecessor, Mr.
Carlos Sosa Rodrrguez, for the brilliant, and efficient
way he presided over our deliberations.

3. Three newly independent countries have joined us
in this session, and my delegation is particularly
happy to welcome these States: Malawi,Malta and
Zambia. They,' we feel assured, will undoubtedly con
tribute to world peace and will stand firmly 'by the
principles of the United Nations ChaX'ter. With each
of these States,Libya entertains friendly and close
relations and will spare no effort to co-operate with
them to this end. .

4. Since the foundation of our great Organization, the
world has :been through crises that have seriously
threatened the future of mankind,but fortuna,t~lYmany
~~ them found their solution through thl'6 '. grea" body.
....us has opened a new page in the historyf'of mankind,
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bringing about new international attitudes and trans
forming our reaction to political events. Men's fear
of a third destructive war has created in all nations
-irrespective of their size and strength-a tremen
dous desire for peace, for understanding' and collabo
ration, and a .firm belief in the importance of the
implementation of the principles of the Charter.

5. We give credit to the United Nations for its great
efforts and achievements in changing preparations for
war into peace and disarmament conferences, and for
transforming policies of colonialism and exploitation
into movements of. liberation and co-operation.

\\

6. The undignified policy of classifying humanbeings
into grades, making one race more eligible than
another, is collapsing because the principle or'equality
among men, regardless of race, creed and COlour, has
enormous moral strength. As a result of this new
approach, the ghost of colonialism is disappearing
from most parts of the world. More than fifty States
have '~merged and become Members of our Organiza
tionsince its founding, and they are now participating
in shaping our new world.

7• The principles of the Charter which are expressed
in many resolutions adopted by the General Assembly
in political, economic and social fields reflect the
desire of mankind to regard the United Nations as the
effective force for the preservat~onof peace and se'"
cUrity in the world and as a means for the promotior!
of collaboration among men. In spite of the defiant
attitude of some Member States which decline to co
operate with the United Nations and refuse to imple
ment its resolutions, the record of our Organization
shows positiv:e and constroctive accomplishments.

8. The. financial crisis threatening to paralyse the
United Nations is a matter of concel'n to all of us.
Our world cannot live in peace and stability without
the United Nations. We sincerely hope that a wise and
lasting solution will be speedily found for tMs crisis,
so that the existence of our Organization nlay not be
jeopardized by clashes and rivalries between the big
Powers.
9. I should like here to express the appreciation of
my delegation for the efforts exertedby the Secretary
General and all those co-operating with him in finding
an acceptable solution to this problem.

10. It is heartening to Libya to realize that next year
we shall be commemol'ating the twentieth anniversary
of the establishment of the United Nations. In welcom
ing this event, we trust that 1965 will see the fulfihnent
of the aspirations of all those who do not yet enjoy
basic rights and fundarnental liberties.

ll. .The last session of the General Assembly wit
nessed a turning-point in out' quest for peace when
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Organization. We come again now to discuss it for (
the seventeenth time. During this lapse of time, many
nations have gained their independence, but the dis..",
placed Palestinians are still reiterating their rightful
d~;rnands and asking the United Nations to alleviate
the injustices they have suffered.

17. The plight of the Arab people of Pale&tine, which
constitutes a painful and embarrassing chapter in the
history of mankind, should not remain unrelieved any
longer. As unfailing efforts are being made by this
Organization to restore 'SUbjugated peoples to their
national dignity, we must not forget that we are
morally bound to help effect the return of the Pales..
tinians to their homeland. By freeing them from their
moral and material miseries we will cancel from
modern history a shameful page that weighs heavily
on the human conscience. If we do not hasten to find
a just solution to this problem, tension and instability
will always prevail in that area, cauSing a dangerous
threat to peace and security.

18. We are not discussing at this session the case of
refugees alone, but the fate of an entire population
brutally expelled from their homeland by a new kind
of colonialism emerging in the twentieth century. This
is Zionist imperialism, represented byforeign adven
turers gathered from many parts of the world in
Palestine, under the pretext of a divine faith which
carries no responsibility for their atrocious crimes,
They have eradicated the legitimate inhabitants of
Palestine, robbed them of their properties and be
longings, and dispersed them from their lands.

19. It is not necessary for me to review to this As
sembly the details of this tragedy, but I would like to
stress the fact that 1,200,000 human beings living in
the~ worst possible conditions on international charity
are calling upon us for help and justice. The Report
of the Commissioner General of the United Nations
Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees sub
mitted to the General Assembly states the follOWing:

"••• it is clear that a large part of the refugee
community is still living today in dire poverty, often
under pathetic and in some cases appalling c9ndi
tions. Despite the sustained efforts of UNRWA and
of the host Governments and other collaborating
agencies, there are farnilies who still live in dwell
ings which are Unfit for human habitation: some in
dank cellars, others in crombling tenements, others·
in grossly overcrowded barracks and shacks" [AI
5813, para. 9].

This paragraph shows one aspect of the misery of this
people, it reveals the material sufferings they are
enduring, but their moral anguish in looking helplessly
at their lands, homes and properties occupied by in
truders is left to us all to imagine.

20. We do not believe that there has ever existed a
tragedy suffered by any nation greater or more terrible
than that ')f the Arab people of Palestirie. And they
hold our Organization responsible for their condition.

21. We cannot ignore the fact that ~OO,OOO children
were born in refugee camps, and that they Will be
brought up in deprivation and misery. Whatever the
United Nations relief agency prOvides for them it will
not be able-as long as they remain bannedfrom their
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mote than 100 States Members of the United Nations
agreed to the treaty banning nuele-ar weapons tests in
the atmosphere, outer space and under water. This
encouraging achievement prompted the General As
sembly at its last session to request [resolution 1908
(X~III)] the Eighteen-Nation Committee on Disarma
ment to resume its negotiations 'N1th urgency and
determination on general and complete disarmament
under effective international control. Although the
Eighteen-Nation Committee met in Geneva for about
six months, it did not register any subst",ntial progress,
and this despite the efforts made by the neutral coun
tries there represented to reconcile the viewpoints of
the great Powers.

12.. While we are aware of the difficulties facing all
negotiators in reaching agreement on this important
sUbjecto we strongly believe that the gradual elimina~
tion of nuclear weapons is a vital prerequisite to
general and complete disarmament. It is now, more
than ever before, essential to conclude an agreement
that will lead to the banning of all nuclear tests, the
prevention of dissemination of nuclear weapons and
the stopping of the armaments race.

13. When the conference of non-aligned nations!/ con
vened at Cairo, it expressed the conviction that the
holding of a world disarmament conference under the
auspices of the United Nations-to which all countries
should be invited-would provide powerful support to
the efforts being made to set in motion the process of
disarmament. Furthermore, the African summit con
ference,.Y also held at Cairo last July, declared the
readiness of the African States to adhere to an inter
national treaty, to be concluded under the auspices of
the United Nations, to prevent the manufacture or
acqUisition of control of nuclear weapons. .

14. The Libyan delegation, aware that any delay in
conclUding such agreements will increase the present
difficulties because of the growing number of States
possessing nuclear weapons, requests the General
Assembly to approve the African summit conference
declarations and convene an international conference
with a view to concluding an international treaty to
this effect. It is important, in our vIew, that such a
conference should include all countries possessing
nuclear weapons.. My delegation affirms its conviction
that atomic power, if used f01· peaceful purposes, will
contribute greatly to the happiness and welfare of
mankind.

15. At a t.ime when the energies of the United Nations
are directed to the liberation of countries from colo
nialism, and we see them gradually attain their i.nde
pendence and come in our midst, we regret to note
that there are people still fighting for their basic
rights. Among these we witness the Arab people of
Palestine, who" after being subjected to injustice,
aggression and eviction from their .sacred land, were
forced into exile and miserably dispersed.

16. The question of Palestille and the tragedy of its
people is amply recotdfad in the documents of this

.!/ Second Conference of Heads of State or Government of Non-aligned
Countries, held from 5 te 10 October 1964.
11 First session of the Assembly of Heads of State and Government

of the Organization of African Unity, held at Cairo froln 17 to 21 July
1964.
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2J Official Records of the SecuritY Council, Nineteenth Year, Supple
ment for April. May and June 1964, document 8/5471.

the plight of these innocent people aroused the concern
of world opinion, the Government of South "Africa did
not respond to the pathetic appeals addressed by the
Secretary-General of the United Nations and· by world
leaders to save their .lives. The execution of these

:'1

nationalists was ruthlessly carried out.

28. My delegation feels that unless more effective
and positive measures~re taken against that Govern
ment, to force it to desist from its insensate policies,
more crimes will be perpetrated and a more explosive
situation in South Africa will occur, thus endangering
peace and security in the continent of Africa. We
firmljT believe that the .recommendations of the group
of experts set up by the security CounCIl resolution
of 4 December 196~1I and the recommendations [see
A/5692 and A/5707l of the Special Committee on the
Policies of Apartheid of the Government of the Re
public of South Africa, will facilitate the task of the
General Assembly in. finding a just solution to this
problem.

29. The situation in Southern Rhodesia is a source
of anxiety in .Africa, and elsewhere, as a result of
the attempt by the government of the European settlers
to declare the independence of the territory uni
late:rally. It is most regrettable that the rulers in
Salisbury still believe themselves able to perpetuate
their supremacy over the African majority for the
obvious purpose of exploiting them for their own selfish
economic interests. By doing so. they are offering a
flagrant challenge to the United Nations, which by its
various resolutions has always reaffirmed the prin
ciple of rule by the majority•.

30. The Libyan delegation would like to put on record
its satisfaction and appreciation for the sta~ements

. issued lately by the British and other Governments
concerned condemning the Government of Southern
Rhodesia for its· threat to declare independence uni
laterally. My delegation, in appealing to the United
Nations to adopt a firm stand against the rulers in
Salisbury, ,;in order to avert a unilateral declaration
of independence, .hopes that a constitutional con
ference, to be attended by all parties in Southern
Rhodesia, will be convened to draft a constitutipn
based on the principle or<one man-one vote.

31. While 01';"1' Organiza,tion has repeatedly reaffirmed
in its numerous res~;lutions that the subjugation' of
peoples to foreign rUle and exploitation is contrary
to the Universal Declaration on Human Rights and the
United Nations Charter, and constitutes an obstacle
to peace and stability in the world, it is most regret
table to note that some colonial Powers still openly
defy such resolutions. They are determined to keep
peoples in Africa,Asia and elseWhere under their
domination and are ready to use all means of. repres
sion to suffocate any liberation movement in their
colonies.

32. The banner-bearer of these colonial Powers is
Portugal, which is waging a war of extermination in
Angola, Mozambique and so-called Portuguese Guil1ea.
Libya hails the heroic struggle of the liberation move
ments in those territories, and supports them. It is
most unfortunate that Portugal does not want to desist

homeland-to relieve their bitterness, hatred and
animosity towards those who have caused them so
much pain and suffering. How can we ask this new
generation to. believe and eventually stand by the
principles of the Charter when the United Nations
has, until now, failed to restore to them their legal
rights?

22. The Palestine Liberation Organiza in, formed
this year, embodies the expression and determination
of the Palestinians to defend their rights. This organi
zation is the rightful spokesman on their behalf, and
its formation refutes the charges of international
Zionism that the Palestine problem does not eXist;
to the contrary, it exists, and Palestinians ~:re deter
mined to realize their national aspirations.

23. An important development has taken place tlrl,s
year as a result of the resolution passed by the con~

ference of non-aligned states concerning P~.lestine.

The resolution reads:

"The Conference condemns the imperialistic policy
pursued in the Middle Eas~ and, in conformity with
the Charter of the United Nations, decides to:

"1. Endorse the full restoration of all the rights
of the Arab people of Palestine to their homeland,
and their inalienable right to self-determination.

"2. Declare their full support to the Arab people
of Palestine in their strllggle for liberation from
colonialism and racism" [A/5763, section Il.

24. This unequivocal support given by a group of
nations amounting to about half the number of our Or
ganization is of particular importance, especially
sinCe it reveals that their number is higher than that
of the countries in 1948 which endorsed the unjust
resolution condemning the Palestinians. From this
we deduce the fact that had the United Nations of 1948
had the representation existing today, no such reso
lution would have been passedbecause no nation enjoy
ing a hardly won freedom would have consented tQ the
infliction of such a jUdgement on an entire people.

25. It is the sincere hope of my delegation that this
Assembly will find inspiration from the resolution
adopted by the non-aligned nations and stand up to the
expectations of the dispersed Palestinians by restoring
to them their rights to their homeland and granting
them self-determination.

t

26. My country strongly believes that freedom is
fundamentally a vested right belonging to all mankind,
irrespective of colour and faith. Any negation of this
right is a breach of the principles guaranteed by the
United Nations Charter. Yet it is regrettable to witness
a Member State, which likes to be identified as one of
the co-founders of our Organization, persistently and
With impunity violating this sacred principle.

27. It is ~ost unfortunate that, by practising the
abhorrent policies of apartheid and racial discrimi
nation, ,the South African Government has repeatedly
refused to implement the resolutions of the General
Assembly and the Security Council by pursuing mea
sures of suppression against the majority ofthepopu
lation. In fact, African nationalists opposed ·to its
policy of apartheid are arrested, given a fake trial
and eventually condemned to the death penalty. When
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39. It is, however, regrettable that many States have
not yet ratified this am(~ndment to; the Charter. The
Libyan delegation hopes, therefore,thatthoseMember
States which have not yet ratified it will hasten to do
so. In this connexion, we appeal to the great Powers,
the .,permanent members of the security Council, to"
tak,e the lead in ratifying it at the earliest possible
date.

40. The stability of international peace calls for a
new basis for trade and economic relations between

, the various countries of the world. Its aim should be
to diminish and eliminate the widening gap in the
standards of living and income in both the developing
and the industrially advanced countries. SUch a view
took shape in Geneva during the United Nations Con
ference on Trade anc, i ,evelopment, and was considered
an important histod..: turning-point in the sphere of
international co-operation. The conference gained the
full support of the developing countries S:1 regi(')nal
and international fields. The resolutions and recom
mendations adopted made it clear that the economic
objectives of the United Nations Charter should be
realized by anew programme for international eco
nomi.c co-operation. This programme should aim at
the acceleration of economic development and the
maintenance of the principle of equality in the enjoy
ment of the lJeneflts of such co-operation.

41. The results achieved by the United Nations Con
ference on Trade and Development were not up to the
expectations of the developing countries, although they
considered those results a step forward in instituting
a basis for new economic relations between the peopleR
of the world. They will contribute in this way to solving
the problems of trade and development in a more
effective and 1" ')id manner.

42. Concluding, I have the pleasure to express to the
repree,\entatives of the Member States the best wishes
of my august Sovereign and of, the people and Govern
ment of Libya that your deliberations be crownedwith
the fullest success. I earnestly hope that this session
will be marked by a greater effort towards the realiza
tion of understanding and co-operation among all na
tions. This goal will undoubtedly help in overcoming
all the difficulties that might confront us. It will also
be a determining factor in finding just solutions to
the problems which will be tackled by the Assembly
and enable us to strengthen our Organization in its
endeavours to build a better world for mankind, where
peace, collaboration, happiness and prosperity will
always prevail.

43. Mr. KHOMAN (Thailand): Mr. President,lshould
like -ill the first place to offer to you the warm con
gratulations of my delegation and of myself upon your
election to the high office of the presidency of the
General Assembly. Your election is significant in
many respects. It is naturally significant for you
yourself; it is significant for your country; and it is '
also significant for your continent, Africa. I trust that
your outstanding .personal qua.lifications and talents
will contribute to the success of our deliberations.

44. After much hesitation. the nineteenth session of
the General Assembly has faltenngly convened, some
two months later than its regula0 meeting date. We :
had accepted this long delay in the hope that time might
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from its colonial policy and remains completely deaf
to the voice of reason and justice. This is in defiance
of the resolutions of the General Assembly and the
Security Council.

33. The situation in the territories under Portuguese
administration is deteriorating, and we feel that ithas
become imperative that more effective and drastic
measures to be taken by our Organization to force
Portugal to implement General Assembly resolution
1514 (XV) SO that, in freedom, Angola, Mozambique
and the other regions may be able to join us SOOn as
Member Staten.

34. Turning now to the question of South West Africa,
a mandated territory, one is led to wonder how long
its unfortunate popUlation will refYAlin isolated.from
the rest \of the world. My delegation feels that South
Africa,bas persistently violated the trust of a man
datory Power having the duty and responsibility of
leading the inhabitants of the mandated territory
towards self·..determination and independence. There
fore, Libya earnestly hopes that the people of South
West Africa will soon be liberated from the yoke of
colonialism and be aided by the United Nations in the
attainment of their national aspirations.

35. The problem of Aden is causing great anxiety
and concern and reqUires an urgent solution which
would bring about the fulfilment of the wishes of the
inhabitants of that region for self-determination and
independence. While Libya strongly supports the right
of the people of Aden to freedom and independence,
it is hopeful that the United Nations will take positive
steps that will guarantee the realization of their
national aspiratioris.

36. In regard to the question of Oman, which has
been on the agenda of the General Assembly or the se
curity Council since 1957, we regret that no progress
has been achieved towards an equitable solution of the
problem. On the other hand, the Omani people are
looking to the United Nations for justice to enable
them to exercise their right of self-determination.
It is the greatest hope of my delegation that this nine
teenth session will give this matter serious considera
tion in order to ,fulfil the hopes and, expectations of
the Omanl people.

37. Libya is following with great anxiety the regret
table events which are taking place in Cyprus, where
Cypriots have clashed with one another. My dele
gation whole-heartedly hopes that the animosity be
tween Cypriot'brothers will soon cease and that a
peaceful solution will be found through the good offices
of the Uriited Nations, enabling the inhabitants of the
island to return to a life of peace and harmony and to
work for the progress and prosperity of their country.

38. The Libyan delegation would like to express its
great appreciation and deep gratitude to the United
Nations for the just resolution adopted by the General
Assembly at its last session concerning the increase
in the number of seats in the Security Council and the
Economic and Social Council [resolutions 1991 A and
B (XVIII)]. The aim of this resolution is an equitable
redistribution of the seats in the twobodies which will
enable the continents of Africa and Asia to play their
important role in the affairs of the world.
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positions. could save the Organization from serious
trouble.

49. It is therefore our earnest hope that, with this
objective in mind and with the necessary reservations
in regard to their nations I stand, those Members may
make voluntary grants or contributions to the United
Nations to avoid the relevant Charter provisions from
coming into play. By so doing, more time Will be
gained for further study and discussion of the problem

.in regard to the past, the present, apd the future, as
well. Appropriate organs of the United Nations may
be entrusted with this task, if need be, new ones

. created. Once this problem has been taken care of,
the General Assembly will be able to proceed forth
with with its other ~rgent business.

50. My delegation ventures to hope that this course
will be promptly adopted-an action which will show
our deep sense of responsibility and will enhance the
prestige of our Organization. If through intransigence,
or lack of understanding and co-operation, all efforts
to reach an agreed solution should fail, my Jelegation
will have no alternative but to support the application
of the Charter provisions, for an exception in this
instance can only have the most serious consequences
for the future of our Organization.

51. While the financial question has captured our
immediate· attention, the problems facing our inter
national and individual life-the problem of our peace
and the problem of OU1U well-being-have lost neither
their urgency nor their significance.

52. Last year, when we met in this hall, our hopes
were raised higher ~han at any time since the end of
the Second World War, when we learned that more

.than 100 nations had signed the nuclear test"ban
treaty. We were gratified to believe that even that
partial agreement might perhaps pave the way towards
a saner approach to the problem of disarmament and
that, step by step, the spread of dreadful weapons of
mass destl.'Uction might be curbed. We also thought
that even' those who already had those weapons in
their possession might, in the foreseeable future, see
their· way clear to agreeing among themselves not to
increase their production and not to resort to their
use, thus lessening the chances of a catastrophic
conflict which might result in the. annihilation of
mankind and human civilization.

53. But these hopes have now been gravely affected.
One nation, and then another, which refused to sign
the treaty, continue to disregard the conscience of
an overwhelming majority of civilized nations of the
world and pursue undistuQbed the fulfilment of their
objective: the forging of a powerful instrument to
serve their national policy.

54. The question thus arises whether suoh disregard
for the well-high universal will of the nations of the
world represents so grave a setback to the endeaVour
to preserve this planetfrom contamination and nuclear
devastation as to endanger future international cpeace.
As is evident, the question is not merely theoretical,
but of a pressing practical nature. Indeed, if certain
nations can remain outside ~he purview of the nuclear
test-ban treaty and continue to' conduct their own
nuclear tests, in spite of the prohibition stipulated by
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help smooth out the presentdifficUlty, andwe now come
to this Assembly, as never before, With heavy hearts
and knowing that somethingis notwell with our Organi
zation. In fact, it is facing one of the most critical
moments of its existence.

45. Contrary to .our hope and expectation, the passage
of time has failed topr.oduce any apparent result. The
problem is still here with us. The prospect of a gen
erally acceptable solution remains uncertain. We may
no doubt derive some satisfaction from the fa~t that,
thanks to the persistent efforts of the Secretary
General and many others, this session could begin its
work in an apparent calm, and that the expected show
down has, for the time being, been ave'.rted, or, more
exactly, has taken an unusually silent form. Delicate
negotiations will no doubt have to be further pursued
before we may feel assuredthat our patient, the United,
Nations, is well out of danger.

46. The problem this time is not a heightened inter
national tension, a world crisis, or an outbreak of
armed conflict. It is simply a banal financial problem:
the question of an organization not having enough
money to meet its expenditures 'because, some of its
members refuse to face up to their obligations on the
ground that some of the expenses incurred by the or
ganization did not meet with their approval~ Had we
had to deal With an ordinary organization, no difficulty
would have arisen, and the matter would have been
disposed of in a normal. legal way. However, since
this happens to be an international organization, whose
members, are sovereign states, the difficulty has
assumed' unnecessarily inflated proportions. and
threatened, by its acuteness, to have extensive rami
fications with serious bearing on the future interna
tional situation.

47. This is indeed an unprecedented situation, which
the unfamiliarized pUblic may find hard tounderstand.
Ordinarily, the outside world has been accustomed
to being told that an international organization such
as ours was being confronted with political problems
of the highest ordel" which, if unresolved, might cause
it to founder. But the dilemma we presently find our
selves in deals only with the question of money to
finance the Organization. Ho.w then could we explain
to the millions of people in the world who have placed
their hopes and their expectations in the UnitedNations
that, although pressing international problems await
oU~discussion and solution. this world Organization
has to lay them aside pending success in resolving
our financial difficulty?

48. In saying this. I can assure the General Assem
bly that there is no lack of realization on our p~rt
that,. while the difficulty appears to be of a merely
financial nature. it involves, nevertheless, many legal
and political aspects. However, if all Members keep
in tnlnd the welfare and the effective functioning of
this Organization, they should, in the first place, have
prevented this problem from reaching the present
acute stage and, in any event, should ~10t allow it to
paralyse or cripple the entire Organization. Although
the United Nations has suffered as a consequence of
these developments. it is not too late to remedy the
situation. A simple but generous gesture on the part
of a few Members, withoutprejudicetotheirindividual
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the treaty, that international document may eventually
lose Its value.

55. Even if the treaty still retains some significance.
reasons of national security may compel a number of
signatories to withdraw from their eXisting obligations
and undertake their own nuclear development pro
grammes so as to protect themselves from possible
external threats, thereby reducing the scope and
effectiveness of the agreement. If such a trend towards
dissolution were to take place. the treaty would be so
stultified as ultimately to become meaningless. What
ever may be the final result. one may safely say that
the nuclear tests carried out since the conclusion of
the treaty have rendered further enlargement of its
scope and application difficult. if not impossible.

56. This downward trend would be arrested only if
the non-signatory nations could be brought to accept
the treaty obligations and share the almost universal
aims and objectives of avoiding the dissemination of
nuclear arms and ultimately of prohibiting. under
effective inspection and control, the production and
use of such arms. Only thus can the efforts toward
effective disarmament be strengthened and promoted.
Only thus can the world feel safe from the destruction
which may be brought by men upon· their fellow men.
There can be no obj eottve more worthwhile. and such
an objective can be attained only if this Organization.
leaning heavily upon the nuolear Powers. addresses
itseU in all earnestness to the problem of our age.
Upon its success will depend the future welfare of
mankind. The lack of it may portend a gloomy prospect
for world peace and civilization.

57. What has been said relates mainly to the problem
of global peace, in which each and every nation un
dOUbtedly has a deep interest. But by and large there
exist many other problems of regional peace which
may be more limited in scope and extent. but none
the less affect many of our nations even more closely
and directly. In fact, we have to live with them day
and night. and have to devote every ounce of our
energy and attention, for they have to do with our
personal and national freedom. with our future as free
men and women. as well as that of coming generations.

58. These problems owe their existence and acuteness
to the fact that some people are not satisfied merely
with being able to choose their own economic and
political systems. but are also intent on imposing
them upon others. They also want to extend their
boundaries. expand their power and influence and,
finally. to subject other peoples to their control and
domination. In the process, they do not shun the use
of force. More often, they prefer to resort to the
whole gamut of political and psychological measures.
ranging from vicious propaganda, infiltration, and
SUbversion, to insurgency. Euphemistically, they call
this campaign na war of riational liberation". In fact.
it is a forcible attempt to take away the freedom and
independence of peoples and nations and to lead them
to the inferno of SUbjection and bondage. Those who
are now the targets of these nefarious machinations,
realizing the stake involved, refuse to believe the
deleterious propaganda and false promises. Instead,
they resist with all the means at their disposal and,
in many cases, have to take up arms to defend their
freedom•.

59. This is what has been taking place in my part of
the world. where too many have to live a life full of
threats and dangers, to be terrorized or to die, be
cause they resist attempts to enslave them. That is
why the peoples of South Viet-Nam and Laos are stag
ing the fight of their lives. so that they can live in
freedom and independence. That is why I hope that in
this Assembly, where small nations form a majority
and where words about peace, harmony and freedom
are uttered freely, the yearnings of these gallant
peoples to be able to choose their own destiny un
harrassed, will be heard and supported.

60. This desire to be free in the pursuit of one's
happiness and to determine the course of one's life
is by no means confined to Asia. It also exists else
where-in Africa or in Europe, where the German
people, like many others want and deserve to have
the right to decide their own destiny. Forus who have
long enjoyed the blessings offreedom, as well as those
who have recently been ushered into independence,
there can hardly be a more worthwhile cause to uphold
than that of lending our firm support to the freedom
of others. for in so doing we shall be strengthening
our own freedom and helping to remove the seeds of
conflict in many areas of the world.

61. Unlike the problems of global scope, those re
lating to regional peace are well within the limits
and capability of smaller nations to contribute to.
Success in resolving them will help to strengthen
general peace. It is therefore our hope that the United
Nations, which counts so many such nations, will
devote more attention and consideration to questions
of regional peace, which touch them so closely and
have an important bearing upon their well-being.

62. Thailand for its part has consistently striven to
do its share in maintaining peace, stability and har
mony in our part of the world. We have. in the first
place, assiduously cultivated good understanding and
fruitful relationship with our neighbours, as well as
with those who are farther away. and have. in great
measure, succeeded. When some of our neighbours
become embroiled in difficulties or disputes, we try
discreetly-when we are asked-to render whatever
services are required of us. Our desire. of course,
is to see all obstacles in the way of normal and peace
ful relations removed. Where it has not yet been
possi):>le to bring about positive results, our efforts
aim at preventing differences from developing into
larger conflict, for the worsening of an international
situation is likely to have Widespread repercussions.

63. Notwithstanding the exercise of great care and
caution. my country-to our great regret-finds it
difficult to have a satisfactory relationship with one
neighbour. which has so far refused to live on friendly
terms with it and twice on unjustifiable grounds took
the initiative of breaking relations with us. In spite
of these and other provocations and harassments,
Thailand has shown restraint and done all it could
not to let this unhealthy state of affairs affect the
already unsettled conditions prevailing in the area.
The Thai Government appealed to the United Nations
to send a mission, which performed a useful role. and
for which I should like to express our appreciation.
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64. However, if the Secretary-General's personal
representative, Mr. Nils Gussing of Sweden, and his
colleagues could not do more and did not fully succeed
in reaching their ultimate objective, namely, to nor
malize the relations between Thailand and Cambodia,
it was not for want of determined efforts on their part
or of co-operation from Thailand, but rather because
of Cambodia's unresponsiveness and inconsistency.
Agreements which had been laboriously negotiated by
Mr. Gussing and could have produced the most salutary
effects came to nought because of Cambodia's failure
to observe them.

65. A patent example of such stillborn agreements
was the non-implementation of the 1960 New York
agreement on the cessation of Press and radio attacks,
which the Cambodian Government was reported to be
willing again to observe. Within a few days after the
Thai Government had signified its readiness to agree,
as it had done in the past, the Cambodian leaders
again failed to honour their obligations and renewed
their violent and unjustified attacks against my coun
try, which have continued unabated until the present
moment.

66. They claimed, among other things, that their
country was threatened by Thailand. However, they
were never able to substantiate the charges. Neither
could they explain why, if such threats did exist, the
Gussing mission, the numerous international organi
zations with their regional seats in Thailand, as well
as the countless foreign observers and the foreign
Press stationed in my country, had not detected them
or given any indication thereof. The truth is that such
accusations were fabricated in order to mislead the
uninformed pUblic with a view to scoring unworthy
gains.

67. The Thai nation, for its part, has observed with
Concern and apprehension certain moves and actions
of its neighbour to the east which. by its connexion
and connivance with certain aggressive forces, are
endangering the peace, security and freedom of
South-East Asia. If the Thai people and Government
continue to maintain a calm attitude and to show
forbearance, it is because of their desire not to add
further uncertainty to the already delicate and un
satisfactory situation in the region.

68. Important as the issues of peace and security
may be, the problems of economic and social well
being and that of development, because of their magni
tude and complexity, represent a major challenge if
order and progress are to be ensured in the world.
While sustained efforts have been exerted to eliminate
hazards to peace and security and to establi sh an inter
national community under the rule of law, insufficient
attention has been devoted to correct the chaotic condi
tions now prevailing in the world economy, which is
dominated by a few highly developed countries, while
the rest of the world has to subsist under the most
unfavourable conditions.

69. As time goes by, the gap between this small
group and the multitude of suffering undeveloped na
tions continues to widen at an alarming pace. The
more they toil, the more they produce, the less they
seem to receive in return for their labour and, accord
ing to reliable estimates, the trade gap alone may

7

reach the staggering figure of some $20 billion within
a few years. This is because the terms of trade have
been highly unfavourable to the developing countries,
due to the declining prices for the primary products
and other commodities exported by them and the rising
prices of imported manufactured goods which are in
dispensable to their development.

70. As a result of this unfortunate situation, the
efforts towards economic development in a great
many countries have been slowed down, if not com
pletely blocked. In addition, they have to suffer from
the instability of international markets for their pri
mary products, from the practice of government sub
sidies to production and trade in products in competi
tion with their own, and from restrictive conditions
imposed by developed countries on access to their
markets of primary commodities, as well as on semi
manufactured and manufactured goods.

71. These grave ills, which grip the economy of so
many countries in the world and have brought so much
hardship to countless millions of people, have existed
and been well known for a long time. However, no
serious attempts have been made to cure them, still
less to eradicate them on a joint international basis.

72. Only last spring was a beginning made by the
convening of the United Nations Conference on Trade
and Development at Geneva which was hailed, and
rightly. by the Secretary-General in the introduction
to his annual report, as an "event of historic impor
tance" [A/5801/Add.l, p. 3]. Even though it could
not be expected that the conference would bring forth
conclusive l'esults, the three-month meeting suc
ceeded in setting forth the important issues as well
as relevant recommendations. My delegation wishes
to express its grateful appreciation to the Secretary
General of the conference, Mr. Prebisch of Argentina,
for his most efficient organization and constructive
handling of the conference. It is now the duty of this
Assembly to give to the report of the conference its
thorough attention and consideration.

73. The United Nations, in its nineteenth year, is
witnessing a constant and satisfactory growth. Only
a few days ago we had the pleasure of admitting three
new worthy Members, Malawi, Malta and Zambia, to
which I should like to extend our heartfelt congratUla
tions and warm welcome. We hope that the increase
in number will be accompanied by an increase in the
strength and effectiveness of the Organizationindeal
ing with the numerous weighty problems with which
the world is beset, and that, together, the 115 Mem
bers of this Organization can face the momentous
tasks with redoubled energy and wisdom. All our
nations are united here, not in misery and starvation,
but for the peace, prosperity and progress of .our
respective peoples.

74. Mr. EBAN (Israel): When I had the opportuni ty
to congratulate you last week on your election to the
presidency of the General Assembly, Mr. President.
I expressed the hope that this session would take us
further on the road to peace. In reiterating my con
gratulations today, I express my Government's deep
respect and regard for your predecessor. Mr. Sosa
Rodrfguez of Venezuela, Who gave high expression to
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82. Yet in this era of potential abundance, one-half
of the world's population of 3,000 million suffer from
under-nutrition or malnutrition or both. By the end
of the century, there will be 6,000 million people to
be fed in a world which shows no present sign of
adequately feeding one-half of that number.

83. ·This is also a golden age in the expansion of
knowledge. Twentieth rentury experience has been
dominated by the power of reason with its decisive
influence on the life of humanity. Yet amidst tbe full
brilliance of the scientific revolution, 700 million
adults--one-third of the world's adult popUlation-are
totally illiterate.

84. If I evoke the sombre reality of man's unfilfilled
yearnings for peace and security, economic dignity
and cultural enrichment, it is not for the purpose of
suggesting a conclusion of despair. I mean only to
emphasize that beyond the particular interests of na
tions there are challenges of global scale which can
not be confronted, still less solved, except within a
unitary framework of international relations. Yet
precisely at this moment the United Nations, which
ought to be saving mankind from the peril and con
fusion of our times, is itself in acute need of being
saved.

85. It is urgent that a power of action be restored
to the General Assembly. The capacity to hold a gen..
eral debate is a very small andtemporary consolation
for the absence of a normal and orderly procedul'e.
Indeed, the financial difficulties of the United Nations
illustrate the paradox of our age. More will be spent
on armaments around the world on this single .day
than is required for all the activities r f ) the United
Nations for a who.le year. The GovernlJ:1ents of the
world spend $14 million on armaments every hour;
and $150,000 million every year. But to find $300
million fo1' a world peace organization seems to be
beyond our ingenuity. It appears that men are more
easily moved to effort andsacrffice by the spur of
conflict than by the challenge of co-operation•.

86. Israel comes to the nineteenth session of the
General Assembly in the conviction that the hour la
ripe for a new advance towards a more stable and
peaceful international order. The most urgent need
is to reaffirm the right of states to maintain their
political independence and territorial integrity, and
their corresponding duty to seek the pacific settlement
of their disputes in strict avoidance of the threat 01'
use of force.

87. There is now a Wider agreemel)t thaneverbefore
on the need to maintain the integrity of the worU!"!

domain, there is a lack of proportion between the
immensity of our tasks and the slow rate of oUr
progress.

81. This is the fi1'st generatit.ln of mankind in which
the eUmination of poverty, disease and illiteracy has
become an obJectively attainable goal. Man is now
clothed with a power which he never previously held "
-to generate and control energy; to fructify land; to
conserve and utilize water; to sweeten the seas and
to harvest the desert; to open the gates of knowledgei
and to draw the human family together in close and
constant accessibility.
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the traditions of Latin America in international
statesmanship.

75r/It is our custom in this debate to make an annual
rr'rfl.ew of the hu.11lan condition. From no other platform
~a.n the future of the world community be surveyed in
the spirit of responsible authority which moves us
here. This is the first generation in which the great
majority of the human race lives in sovereign inde
pendence. Nearly all its nations are now free to take
part in a uniwrsal discourse. In previous ages, whole
regions and continents, great civilizations and cul
tures, were insulated from contact with each other.
Only in our own times does an event or an idea
originating in any part of the world communic:1te its
effects across the entire human scene.

76. The United Nations is the central expression of
this new global interdependence. It is not just an
annual diplomatic conference. It is not only a reunion
of national representatives. It brings us together not
for the mere sake of assembly, but in common devo
tion' to specific aims and pUrposes. The Charter tells
us clearly what we are; what rights we hold; what
duties fall upon us; what common ends we are bound
to serve.

77. OUr common ends are peace and security; equality
and co-operation; the development of our planet's
natural and human resources; and the construction of
an organized family of sovereign nations re~oncning

thellr creative diversity-with the overriding solidarities
of a new international order.

78. In the past year, the progress of the United Na
tions towards tbese goals has been halting. The treaty
prohibiting nuclear tests in the atmosphere, in outer
space and under water was significant as a first step
towards the limitation and control of the nuclear
threat. But When a first step is not succeeded by
others. it merely confirms a static impressio~.1ndeed,
the test· explosion in China reminds us that time is
working against the hope of nuclear limitation. The
Eighteen-Nation Committee on Disarmament has had
a lean and hungry year. There has been little progress
towards agreement on partial or cpllateral measures;
still less tOWards a substantive,llimitation of arma
ments.

79. MeanWhile, persistent armed co~flicts in Viet
Nam, the Congo, Cyprus andYemen, havi,3 taken a heavy
toll of life and disturbed international peace, and they
threaten to leave a heritage of bitter memory. While
wars are waged in some places, they are threatened
in others. Governments assembled at Arab "summit
meetings" have openly planned and threatened to
violate the provisions of the Charter guaranteeing
the sovereignty and integrity of all Members of the
United Nations. It Is difficult to refute the Secretary
General fS statement in the introduction to his annual
report that "the y~ar 1964 has not fuUilled the hopes
generated by the partial test-ban treaty~nd the general
improvement in international relations in 1963" [A/
5801/Add.l, p. 1].

80. In the promotion of economiC and social develop
ment, the United Nations does not face obstacles as
great as those in th:e way· of political conciliation.
HerE!-.there is at leasJ a starting-point of general in
terest and universal agreement. But even in this
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96. The deadlock from which the General Assembly
has only partly' emerged is not primarily a financial
crisis at all. The issue is where responsibility· lies
for determining, controlling and financing the peace
keeping activities. of the United Nations.

97. It is not that the enforcement provisIonS of the
Charter have been "transferred" from the, 8e,curity
Council to the General Assembly• What has happened
is that there has grown up a new area of international
responsibility which falls short of enforcement as in
Chaptler VII, but goes beyond mere concilia:tioD as in
Chapt&:rVI~·This is an important area of internattonal
responSibility.. These are situations ,whic~requirethe
symbolic·or restraining presen.oe of the l:Jnited'Naltions
by invitation 'or consent; to aV"oid beUig-el'eiTcyor to
establish a focus for public order.

n

94. The solution lies in an integral and co-ordinated
approach to nuclear and conventional 'disarmament.
The theme of disarmament should also be illuminated
by a positive vision.. The delegation of Israel there
fore supports the idea of calling on the nations to
divert an agreed portion of their military bUdgets to .
development projects.

95.. My delegation will give close~·ttention to the
memorandum on disarmamentputforw~~\dbYthe Soviet
Union [A/5827]. 'l'he Middl~ East is one area in which
States which manufacture arms could well illustrate
thei~t" devotion to peace by avoiding a constant escala.
tion in the ai'marace through the introduction of
increaSingly sophisticated weapons of destroctton..

.the central enterprise of the human mind ill its com
merce With external reality.

91. The General Assembly will respond both to the
ideals and to the inter~5ts of humanity !fat this ses
sion it proclaims the sovereign equality and integrity
of all Member States and ,the confinement of terri
torial change to the realm of negotiation and mutual
consent. The agenda items SUbmitted by the USSR and
Madagascar [A/5751 and A/5757 and Add.l] should
offer the basis for a comprehenSive dis\"~ssion of
these themes.

92. The me"'gre harvest of the Geneva disarmamel?t
talks should not lead us to premature despair, The
dialogue on the limitation and control of armaments
can never be broken off,> The stake is too high. Nothing
but the utmost tenacity will suffice.

93.. On signing the international treaty for thepartial
prohibition of nuclear tests, my Governmentexpressed
the ardent hope "that every effort would be made to
remove the awful d~ngers to humanity arising <Ydt of
the continuation [of nuclear arming]". In that spirit,
my delegation will define its attitude to the various
proposals ~n denuclearization that will come before
the General' Assembly andits Committees. At the same
time, w~ urge constant attention to the perils arising
from excessive accumulations and imbalances of con
ventional weapons of great destroctive power.ll espe
cially in areas of tension. For many countries, this
is an even more real and actual danger than that of
'nuclear attack. The Foreign Minister of Argentina has
warned us against the danger of nuclear pacifism
accompanied b~ conventional aggression.

territorial 'structUre against Violent change. This
principle was expressed in an exchange of notes
between the Soviet Union and the United States of
America early this year. It was ehdorsed in other
replies to the Soviet Union's message ofJanuary 1964.
In great-power relations, this consensus flows from
a direct and awesome knowledge of the nuclear danger.
Mankind can no longer afford the consequences of
territortal expansionism. The result of aggression
against the existing frontiers of great Powers would
not be the gain of new territory, but the conversion
of existillg territory into scorched andpoisonedearth.

88. And for small States, the universal respect of
existing frontiers is a condition of national' survival.
Now that nearly every nation has its legally sanctioned
area of territorial sovereignty, th~re is every reason
to safeguard the world's political map against violent
change. The impulse of change should be applied
henceforward to the liberation of human societies
from economic and social servitudes.

89. It is in that spirit that Israel has announced its
support for an internaUonal agreement for the re
nunciation by States of the ur>e of fOJ'ce for the settle
ment of territorial disputes and questions concerning
frontiers. The Foreign .Minister of the Soviet Union,
whose Government has inscribed this question on our
agenda,has correctly stated that the question ofterri
torial disputes between sovereign States should not
be confused·,~,1ith the liberation of territories from
the colonial yoke or from foreign occupation. Mr.
Gromyko went on to say:

" ... in respect of territorial disputes between
sovereign~ states there can be no two opinions ...
all such questions, as well as any other disputes
between States, should be resolved not by force of
arms but solely by peaceful means" [1292nd meet
ing, para. 98].

A similal' note was struc1~ on the first day of this
debate by the Foreign Ministe:rsof Brazil, Japan and
Somali, and has been sounded aga~n and again ir. un
varied conviction byotherrepresentati1ves..

90. This strong.. world-wide emphasis on the pacific
settlement of' disputes is not only a reaction to the
nuclear .' peril. It is inspired by hope as well as by
fear'~'~'he world i~ moving away from the bi-polar
Confrontation of East and West during the nineteen
forties and fifties towards a new international. order
marked by diversity, pluralism, variety, freedom
6<nd dissent. It is not an age for crusades. In great
Power relations, the keywords are "coexistence" and
"co-operation". And in small nations, life has to be
lived on two levels: on the intimate level of national
distinctiveness, and in the broader arena of intense
interllational co-operation. In economic and social
relationships, the trend is no longer towards dogmatic
extremes of exclusive private ownership or exclusive
pUbltccontt,)I. Most of our societies are mixed
societies in which private initiative and State planning
exist together within a single economic framework. In
philosophy and religion, there is a search for unifying
COmmon principles. not for divisive barriers.. It
promises to be the age of tolerance. IUs the ecumen
ical age.. And over all aspects'of our lives there stand
the towering 'Ylctorles of scientifli.1 inquiry. which is
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Y United Nations Conference on the Application of Science and Tech
nology for the Benefit of Less Developed Areas, held at Geneva from.
4 to 20 February 1963.

JU Advisory Committee on the Aptllication of SCience and Technology
to Development.

104. The remnants of colonial rule are more than
ever incongruous. It is urgent that the liberation of
all African territories be completed, and that the few
remaining areas of the world under external rule be
drawn into the circle of national independence. Asense
of urgency will guide the Israel delegation in its un
qualified support of national independence in Africa
and elsewhere.

105. Equality is the guiding principle of twentieth
century life. Men are no longer prepared to reconcile
themselves to traditional situations of inequality,
either as groups within a national society or as people
in the international community.

106. But institutional freedom does not exhaust the
quest for human dignity and welfare. In the awakening
continents, political freedom has not been attend6d by
a parallel liberation of nations from their social and
economic ills. Behind the new emblems of sovereignty,
millions still languish in squalor, illiteracy and
disease. Men awaken to learn that they can be free in
every constitutional sense and yet lose the essence
of their freedom in the throes of famine and want.

107. As the political inequality between nations
passes away, a new inequality comes to the fore. It is
reflected in the sharp disparities between the abun
dance of the few and the distress of the many; between
an average expectation of life of seventy years in
advanced Western cmmtries and thirty to thirty-five
in the developing countries; between spectacular tech
nical progress in the northern world and a lack of
educational momentum in the southern world. And the
gap if growing ever wider.

108. There will not be a stable and just international
order until those disp:ilrities are narrowed. The drama
of accelerated development must command our most
intensive concern.

109. The United Nations has made two serious at
tempts to define and solve this dilemma. In 1963, the
United Nations conference on science andtechnology1J
made a daring attempt to bring the creative imaginan

,

tion of the scientific community to bear on the prob
lems of development in emerging societies. The ex··
clusion of any nation. however small, from the world
of scientific and technical knowledge is compatible
neither with its national dignity nor With its hope of
economic progress. Sc~ience is concerned with the
penetration of nature. But it is also a social pursuit.
It has a human origin and ~ human destination.

110. The 1963 conference dealt primarily with the
flow of knowledge and skills. In 1964, the United Na
tions Conference on Trade and Development discussed
the more controversial issues involved in the flow of
capital and goods.

111. Israel brought its utmost effort of heart and
mind to bear on the problems raised in those memor
able encounters. In the Advisory Committee on Science
and Development,.§j established after the 1963 Geneva.
,conference, we helped to formulate a plan for an
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98. It is urgent that the Powers primarily responsible
for international peace ar<;l security reach agreement
not only on immediate financial problems, but also on
the future balance between the peace-keepingfunctions
of the Security Council and of the General Assembly.
The Charter was conceived with the notion that re
straint should be used not only in the exercise of the
veto but also in the exercise of majoritypower. While
a new attempt should be made to explore the avenues
of great-Power co-operation envisaged in the Charter,
it is already clear that new conditions have created
new necessities. For example, it is now commonly
agreed that the forces of the great Powers are less
appropriate in peace-keeping activities than chose of
small and medium nations whose involvement does not
raise the shadow of possible nuclear escalation.

99. Israel advocates a close study of the United Na
tions peace-keeping experience with the participation
of all who have been directly or closely involved. The
Foreign Minister of Brazil has recommend~dCharter
revision in order to provide for the peace-keeping
functions of the United Nations. Until this possibilit3'
comes into view, an ad hoc agreement among the
major Powers on the relative responsibilities of the
General Assembly and the Security Council should be
sought at this session. If the great Powers can achieve
a greater harmony, the Security Council will be able
in some measure to restore the authority and efficacy
which the Charter ascribes to it.
100. In the effort to solve the financial crisis, it may
be useful to create a new fund for the financial rein
forcement of the Organization, so that Members which
give less support to certain peace-keeping activities
may give correspondingly g:reater support to the
development activities of the United Nations. Provided
that the over-all burden is eqUitably shared and duly
apportioned, the manner of meeting the expenses of
the Organization should be sufficiently ramified to
allow Member States to select special areas for their
interest.
101. The intensive growth of the UnitedNations budget
reqUires the establishment of a sort of financial
"Cabinet", with the full participation of the major
contributors, to determine those financial measures
which affect international policies in a broader field.
102. The crowning achievement of the United Nations
has been its role in the expansion of national inde
pendence. It is here that the opinion of mankind has
become a motive force for the accelerated liberation
of peoples. It is here that the sovereignty of new
States finds moving expresSion when they first come
to this platform as active agents of international law
and policy. The air of the United Nations is alive with
freedom. It is in this hall that Africa, in particular,
has experianced an awakened international dignityca
It is in the establishment and growth of new communi
ties that men and nations achieve their highest senti
ment of creativity.

103. The international community should take pride
and confidence from this achievement. If in some
areas of the world independence has been sucoeeded
by turbUlence, this is not because independence was
granted too early11 but because it was granted too late,
too grudgingly or with inadequate prepf1ration and
foresight.
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immediate world-wide attack on a limited number of
especially urgent problems affecting nutrition, health,
education and water development. In the United Nations
COluerence on Tra.de and Development, held this year,
the Israel delegation submitted proposalsforincreas
ing the flow of capital to new states and for liberaliz
ing trade relationstlips in favour of the developing
countries.

112.. We are dominated by a sense of urgency. The
p.t'es'ent momentum of development is much slower
chan the world's population increase. The current
pace of economic growth in developing countries will
not avail to close the gap. The advanced and the
de'veloping countries may well come to confront each
other acrosS a gulf of tension in a new polarization
of the human family.

113. The recommendations of the United Nations Con
ference on Trade and Development may seem to the
developing countries too moderate in comparison with
our need for more concrete and speedier solutions.
Modest as these proposals are, they must be acted
upon. Other difficulties notwithstanding, the General
Assembly should find a way to launoh the Geneva
machinery and to endorse the Final Act-as well as
the budgetary allocation that goes with it.

114. In many nations we see progress towards a
welfare state. It is urgent that we march towards a
welfare world.

115. In those new dimensions of international co
operation, the great Powers and the advanced coun
tries have no monopoly of responsibility. Our own
national expelience teaches us something about the
extraordinary mobility and versatility of technical
skills. International gatherings convened in Israel
have explored the role of science and technology in
the advancement oL new countries. Theyhave examined
the central importance of rural development as a pri
mary factor in economic and cultural progress. This
summer, we hope to explore with the economic and
finance ministers of emerging states some of the
fiscal problems arising from the establishment of
new economies. An International Conference on the
Role of Women in the Advancement of Peace and
Development has just ended in Jerusalem.

116. Israel has concluded projects of economic and
technical co-operation with fifty-one other developing
tlountries in Africa, Asia and America. In all the
eighty-three votes taken on the recommendations
and principles of. the United Nations Conference on
Trade and Development, Israel aligned itself with
other developing countries. Thousands of young men
and women from developing states have in recent years
attended courses of study and training on our soil.

117. Israel's principal vocation in international life
is to be found in this expanding field of co-operation.
It is therefore with a profound sense of rectitude and
justice that Israel claims its place in all international
bodies dedicated to the advancement of developing
States.

118. Our Charter combines a deep respect for sove
reignty with an urgent concern for individual rights.
This latter concern proceeds from the haunting memo
ries amidst which the United Nations came to birth:

11

memories of a violent (,tyranny never surpassed in the
history of crime. Naziism was born of a theory of 9i8
crimination which denied the intrinsic equality of
human rights and human personality. Races were
arranged in a hierarchy of nobility and servitude, to
be exalted or degraded in accordance with a perverted
system of value's. It mattered not who was placed at
the top or· the bottom of the ladder. The United Na
tions has only one course open to it: total condemna
tion of all forms of racism and discrimination.

119. Israel carriel'S into its future history the most
poignant experience' of suffering and martyrdom which
has ever afflicted th~~ human memory. Nootherpeople
has such a recent r~,collectionof millions of its men,
women and children being thrown into the furnace.

120. With this spe1cial burden of memory on its
shoulders, Israel wl.ll take an active part in the dis
cussion of the drafj~ international convention on the
elimination of all fo:cms of racial discrimination. It is
especially importa!at that nazism, racism and anti
semitism should bf) specifically repudiated in that con
vention. The vigo"rous statement by the Foreign Min
ister of Argentina [1292nd meeting] on the issue of
racism will ftnd/a warm echo in our hearts.

121. A bold arid vital step has recently been taken in
Rome towards creating a doctrinal atmosphere fa
vourable to br/:>ader tolerance. I refer to the Ecumen
ical Council declaration of 20 November 1964, re
pudiating "the teaching of anything that couldgi.ve rise
to hatred or contempt of Jews in the hearts of Chris- .
tians", in vIew of "the bond that ties the people of the
New Covena.nt to Abraham's stock".

122. Memory is the father of conscience. The recol
lection of past intolerance is a vital element in the
education of humanity towards a spirit of fraternity.
Israel therefore endorses what the Foreign Minister
of Czechoslovakia has said in criticism of .any refusal
to prolong statutes of limitation for Nazi crimes. Our
own Government and Parliament has recently ex
pressed its grave concern on this· matter. It is in
tolerable that authors of Nazi crimes should be en
abled to enter into the normal life of society.

123. In committee discussion, my delegation will
call attention to certain cases in which greater action
or vigilance is required to inSure the prevention of
discrimination on ethnic, racial or religious grounds.
There is a great Jewish community which claims
our special concern in this context.

124. Similarly, we shall. approach the problem of
apartheid. Our unqualified condemnation of apartheid
proceeds from a special legacy of memOTy and prin
ciple. In that spirit, Israel has sponsored the reso
lution presented to the Assembly of the United Nations
Educational Scientific and Cultural Organization, pr'o
viding for a world conference on education for toler
ance, which will work towards the eradication of all
discrimination on grounds of race, religion or origin.

125. It might seem at first sight that lhave said
nothing abQ1.lt the problem of Israel in its relations
With the Middle East. In a deeper sense I have said
everything about that problem. If the United Nations
upholds the sovereign equality, political independence
and territorial integrity of all its Members; if it re-
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with a popu]i4tlon'of 100 million. This lavishpatrimony
surely mocks auy constant gl'Udge ofISi':'ael's corner of
sovereignty inc~,OOO squaremiles-fifty times smaller
than the domain of Arab independence in population;
500 times smaller in area. What would be the moral
status of a world. in which so small a people could not
pursue its destiny in peace after the ~ony of cen
turies past:

131. The Middle East is not the exclusive possession
of any single nation. Our region's destiny lies in
variety and pluralism, not in centraUzed domination
o;r uniformity. Of the Middle Eastern states. Israel
and seven states of Arab tongue al'e Mediterranean
nations~ The Hellenic and LaUn worlds, Turkey and
Greece, Cyprus and Malta, are'washed by the same
wafters. The MIl3d!te:-ranean basin is a central, com
pact. world congenial to the free interaction of ideas
a.nd utterly alien to exclusiveness.. In no other part of
the globe does a similar variety of conditions exist in
such close proXimity or in such intensity of m.utual
influence. It is here that man first consideredhimself
in the light of eternity. It is here that science broke
loose from empiricism in search of broad unifying
principles. And it is precisely here, amidst all the
conditions for a renewed emergence ofhuman vitality,
that we find statesmanship still frustrated by unyield
ing conflict.
132. Last week~ a group of young Israelis in the
region of the Dead Sea came upon parchment scrolls
nlne'i:een hundred y.ears old. They are inscribed in the
same language a,& that in which modern Israelis con
verse today• Th~~re is no truth in any discussion of
the Middle Er'stwhich does not gr'lSp the depth. the
passion, the prof/)und rootedness, tbe total authFJlticity
of this bOnd between a people and the land from 'which
it once made a cornmunicu.tion of grandeur to all
mankind.

133. Israel sees its region as the home of all its
sovereign States and all itsl various cultures. If the
sovereign equality of all Middle Eastern States is
accepted as an unchaller.lgeable starting~point, all
Middle Eastern problems are solUble. If that is not
accepted, then nothing whatever can .be solved. We
share one princi1.Jle with every other State represented
here. It is this:, we can have nothing to say or to dis
cuss in any context in which our statehood, our sove
reignty and our territorial integrity are not accepted
as unassailable' facts which lie beyond the range of
negotiation. It is because this principle is not every'"
where accepted that the present. is dark w1~h conflict. ,
The final aim is of a future to be shared in peace.
134. The great network of friendships which joins
Israel to its colleagues in the international community
in every continent testifies to a world-wide belief
that the restoration of the Jewish people to it home
land is one of the moments of climax in the political
and spiritual achievement of our times.
135. A vigorous and progressive United Nations is
an essential element of the emerging international
order. With all its imperfections, this family of
sovereign States presents a new vision of manln his
organic unity. There are seven things- Whi\~h' can be
done at this session to animate end inspire the hopes
of those who look to us for a new affirmation of peace
and freedom.
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pudiates the use or threatofforce againstthe integrity
and'irldependence of any state; if it respects the exist
ing territorial structure, subject only to change by
negotiation and agreement; if it maintains fidelity to
international law; if it seeks a world in which every
people shall be free to express its personality under
its own sovereign flag; if it rejectspolictes of belli
gerency and blockade; if it believes in the dUty of its
Members "to practise tolerance and live together
in peace as good neighbours"; in short: if you accept
the Charter, then you inexorablyratlfyIsrael'sessen
tial rights; and by the same token you reject the
claims of those who seek to place Israel outside the
scope of their Charter obltgations.

126. There is no need to seek special principles for
conciliation '!~~ our immediate region. It is surely
useless toU)!t!old an international order as a matter
of general principle-and to abandon it in an~ specific
case. The tensions in our region can be truthfully
defined and. effectively resolved only when they are
ellvisaged in the general ltght of United Nations prin
ciples and United Nations structure.

127. It is in this light that we reject constant asper
sions of neighbouring Governments on Israel's sove
reignty, Israel's identity, Israel's honour andIsrael'r
inalienable rights. It is especially incongruous to hear
such tirades re-echo year by year in the United Na
tions itself.

128. The United Nations is an instr.:.ment for ending
conflicts-not an arena for waging them. The misuse
of this tribunal for purpClses of hostility was begun
this morning by thfJ Foreign Minister of Libya. He
spoke of a Member'State as "a g~,oupof adventm'e:::'s".
The first ad~nture of Israel as a Member State, on
the day afte;;L' its admission to the 'tJ'nited Nations, was
to cast th6j decisive vote, on 12 M,ay 1949, In support
of Libya's independence and against' the prolongatioil
of colorAal tutelage. It was our assumption that all
new St~.tes would respect the rights of existing States.
There l~s a deep cynicism in the actions of'~hose who
claimfi)r themselves what they deny to others, espe
cially if what they claim is the elementary right
of every distinctive people to its sovereignty and
nationhood.

129. Let the representative of Libya be under no
misapprehension. What happens in Israel, who comes
in and who does not, w1l1 be decided by Israel's sove
reign will. He has suggested qUite frankly, for ex
ample, that the return of refugees is infact eqUivalent
to Israel's non-existence. He Is quite right. That is
one of the reasons why we oppose solutions to any
problem which are incompatible with the Charter, with
the sti'"lcture of the United Nations, with the sovereign
integrity .of States, with intemational peace.. Those
States of the Middle East which caused this problem
by an act of aggression, certified as suchby the United
Nations, must surely take their full share'in a solu
tion by a l'egional project of reintegration which they
and they alone have the dUty and the capacity to carry
out.

130. Israel is not the only nation in the'Middle East
which has secured its natic)nal freedom inthe past few
decade'ss- The domain of Arab independence stretches
throtigh·thirteen States across 4 millionsquare'miies,
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149.. ' III the spirit of tlle Charter, but hardly foreseen
bY its founders. our. ()rganization has also undertaken
peace-keeping ope:.rations in many parts of the world
and, through these activities, avel~ted situations
threatening the pe"ce and security of every one of us.

150. This growtl~ in the life of our Organizatiollcalls
for continuous ad3~ptation, and is continually giving
rise. to difficulties of &daptation. In these situations,
we-the small and medium-sized Member natj,<Jbs
must stand together to safeguard and prC?~;Qt our
Organization. Alone we cannot accompl.is~ this, ~l~t

-and I am convinced that tile' majo~it~r d~ Memv~r
States will agree in this-we take it for gr~'1ted that
the positions and decisions taken by the great I-'{)wers
in all questions of vital importance not only to them
but to all mankind will be in conformity with world
opinion as expressed in this Assembly. 1 also feel
confident that, if the great Powers-follow suchpolicies,
we. the sD'iall and medium-sized nations. will respond
in the same true sph'it of co-operation and due re
spect for the interests ot .all. The.growth of our 01'
ganizaUon does not permit us to get st~ckin formalism
or to cling to historical positions. Ths}Jrocess of
adaptation makes demands on all ofus, but the greater
the nations the greater the demands. ,

<
151. Let us never forget that the main objective of .
this Organization is the preservation ofpeace.Itgives
us some satisfaction to know that the disarmament
talks at Geneva are still going on in a good atmos
phere, where views are exchanged on all aspects of
the very complicated issues and a deeper understand
ing reached of the various problems involved. But it
is alarming that no real progress has been made since
our last General Assembly, either with regard to
concrete steps towards general andcomplete disarma
ment or with regard to collateral measurese It is
therefore up to us, during this Assembly. jointly to
consi.der new constructive ideas by which to give the
Committee on Disarmament renewed inspiration and
material for study during its coming session.

152. Quite recently, the People's Republic of China
exploded its first nuclear device and entered. the'
group of nuclear Powers. This stresses the need for
an agreement to stop any further growth ofthis group.
We have reached the point where the neceSSity of a
non-dissemination treaty can no longer be rejected.
If we do not very soon make an earnest attempt to
solve this problem, we shall have taken upon our
selves a very heavy responsibility towards future
generations who will have to li've in a world which
will be even more exposed than ours to the threat of
sudden and complete extinction.

153. Furthermore, the Chinese nuclear explosion
underlines what for many years has been the Danish
Government's view, that we cannot create safei,8nd
orderly conditions in the world if we do not, in some
way. acuept the participation of the People's Republic
of China in our discussions. The Assembly must
therefore find' a solution to the question of how repre
sentatives of the People's Republic of China can be
draWll into realistic discussions on the safeguarding
of enduring peace.

154. While it is our task in the General Assembly to
spur on the work for general disarmament, the main
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144. Mr. HAEKKERUP (Denmark): A few days ago
we had the pleaaure and the satisfaction to receive
three new Members in our midst. These admissiollS
have brought the United Nations membership up to 115.

145. Most of the runited Nations Members are small
or medium-si zed nations, whose primary aim must
be to support and strengthenthe Organization because,
by doing so, they will support and strengthen their
own liberty and independence. To us. it is a matter of
vital importance to uphold the inviolability of the
Charter and to ensure the survival and growth of our
Organization.

146. To the major Member States, wUh their enor
mous natural resou;rf.:es, their vast populations, but
also their frightenit~g; nuc1eax: stockpiles. the United
Nations is not, as it is to us, the necessary foundation
of national life. And ~:et, we have seen that the big na
tions are aware of the need for solidarity in the world
community at large. Re~lognizing that interdependence
is unavoidable, they hat>:e lent the United Nations the
support without which it would not have been able to
exist.

147. We, are experiencing ,\1 critical period in the
history of the United Nations. Our Organization is
not a dead shell, not a rigid fOI'mal frame. It is a
liVing organism which must be adapted to the changing
reqUirements arising out of new situations-or as'you.
Mr. PreSident, so aptly expressed it in your opening
stat~ment:

"We should make n.tU use of the Charter of the
United Nations. which is a living and dynanlic docu
ment" [1286th meeting. para. 29].

148. In the spirit of the Charter. but hardly foreseen
by its founders, our Organization has devoted itself
whole-heartedly to the cause of. decolonization, and
the process of decolonization has now been carried
so .far that we are beginning to see the day when the
right of self-determination Will be fully and univer
sally applied.

,136. We c,an stre!,1gthen the doctrine of the independ
ence, integrity and sove;r~ign equality of States.

137. We can clarify and allocate the responsibilities
of United Nations organs for peace-keeping by consent.

138. We can and must give a new impulse and direc
tion to the Eighteen-Nation Committee on Disarma
ment.

139. We can summon Member Governments and the
specialized agencies to an intensifiedeffort to acceler
ate the progress of the developing States.

140. We can advance towards the completion of de
colonization.

141. We ,can formulate and codify the policy of the
United Nations against discrimination and intolerance.

142. We can submit the organization and procedures
of the United Nations to a close sorutiny, with a view
to improving its effectiveness as the primary agentof
international unity.

143. Modern state~manship stands at a point where
great danger and high opportunity intersect. Let us
ensure that the opportunity shall conquer the danger.,
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optimum preparedness in emergency situations? And
has not the Cyprus action made it abundantly clear
how desirable it is to find solutions to the many ques
tions which arise in connexion with the United Nations
peace-keeping activities?

163. Against this background, it is gratifying to note
that United Nations efforts in this field have lately
met with growing understanding and interest in th~

Organization as well as in many Member States.

164. Several countries have decided to set up national
United Nations stand-by forces; others are considering
plans for suoh forces. At theunofficiallevel, research
workers and study groups are devoting keen attention
to United :Nations force problems.

165. A short while ago, my country's representatives
had the opportunity to meet in Ottawa with represen
tatives of twenty-two other countries, from all parts
of the globe, to discuss military and technical ex
perience gained in previous United Nations operations.
The sole purpose of the meeting was to enable people
who had been on active United Nations service to ex
change. experience on their practical and technical
work in the field, for the mutual benefit oJ the in
dividual countries in their build-up of United Nations
stand-by forces. We are grateful to the Canadian
Government for haVing taken this initiative in a field
where, up till now, no other means of co-ordination
have been available.

166. It seems to me, however, that the time has now
come for discussion and study, within the United
Nation~ framework, of the many problems, formal as
well as practical, attending this aspect of United Na
tions peace-keeping activities. I am therefore glad to
see the question mention~d in the Secretary-General's
annual report [A/5801]. The Secretary-General finds
that, in order in general to ensure better, more effi
cient and more economical peace-keeping operations
in the future, it may be useful to have this question
studied comprehensively in all its aspects, including
manpower, logistics and financing.

167. We fully share this view expressed by the Secre
tary-General, and we hope that a committee will be
established during the present session for this purpose.

168. While commenting on these problems, I would
like to stress that, wheri we speak of United Nations
peace-keeping forces, we mean forces used in opera
tiqns such as those undertaken in the Congo, in Yemen,
in Gaza, in Cyprus and in other parts of the world.
They are not the forces envisaged in Chapter VII of
the Charter, which deals with measures that may be
taken by the Security Council against the will of a
Government to maintain Dr restore international
peace and security. The actions for which the Danish
stand-by force is contemplated are actions taken
under· Chapter VI of the Charter, which deals with
the pacific settlement of disputes. This itnplies, with
out exception, that the countI'Y in which the forces
are. to be used mu,st have accepted the Uni'~ed NationS
operation and our participation in it. I

169. The Danish Government has stud~ed with great
care the memorandum lA/5721] rec~ived from the
USSR Government on certain measU"J.'es to strengthen
the effectiveness of the United Nations in the main..
tenance of international peace and security.

h. 2iJUU4.
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responsibility for the maintenance of international
peac~ and security lies with the Security Council.

155. When, in 1945, this responsibility was placed in
the hands of the great Powers, humanity was given
renewed hope of a peaceful world. In the following
years, we have seen that this system is not capable
of living up to our expectations, and in that situation
various emergency solutions have had to be found.

156. I want, however, to take this opportunity to ex
press the hope and the wish that the Security Council
will live up fully to the responsibility entrusted to it
under the Charter. .

157. In a given emergency situation, we can expect
that the Security Council, recogn:lzing its heavy re
sponsibility for the maintenance of peace, will meet
and agree on the formulation of a solution. But that is
not, in itself, sufficient if the solution the Security
Council reaches merely amounts to setting up the
framework within which a decision must be taken. A
factor of primary importance in this connexion is
time. The aqility to act quickly in a given situation
may determine the usefulness of the action. It is also
absolutely necessary that the Security Council, when
dealing with the main issue or at any later time when
developments call for it, should develop the framework
in a manner to ensure that the objectives set out by
the Council can be effectively pursued.

158. A case in point is the Cyprus action, which
clearly shows how necessary it is to formulate the
mandate of the United Natio!ls forces in terms that
will give them a fair chance to accomplish their task.

159. I mention these questions because it is important
that a country which has decided to make forces avail
able to the United Nations should be given sufficient
guarantees that, whenever peace-keeping operations
are decided upon, they are sure to be implemented
effectively. But I also see in this a cardinal example
of the important interplay provided for in the United
Nations Charter with regard to the possibilities of
individual Member countries, irrespective of their
power, influence and size, to promote the cause of
peace-an interplay which I would like i:o stress as
emphatically as possible.

160. The Governments of the Scandinavian countries
had for some time discussed the practicability of the
national preparation of stand-by forces. After con
sultation, each of us started to put the ideas into
practice.

161. On 30 April 1964, the Danish Parliament gave
its consent to the establishment of a permanent mili
tary stand-by force of about 950 men. At the same
time, the Government was authorized to make this
force available to the milted Nations if called upon to
assist in the implementation of pence-keeping mea
sures, pursuant to a laWful United Nations decision,
and if, in the light of an appraisal of the overall
situation, such assistance was considered desirable.

162. Acting on that authority, my Gdverrlment decided
On the same day to make a force available for the
peace-keeping operations in Cyprus. Could any course
of events more dramatic~llyhave given added interest
to the international debateQn the peace-keepingopera
tions of the United Nations or the necessity of attaining
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claims to have in mind and which in the end may have
unpredictable consequences.

175. Those who, over the years have followed the
reactions of world opinion to the policies of apartheid
cannot fail to notice a clear trend towards a stiffening
in the opposit~on to those policies.

176. An important step taken within the framework
()f the United Nations is the setting up by the Security
Council of an expert committeeto studytlle feasibility,
effectiveness and implications o.f measures which, as
appropriate, could be taken by the Council under the
Charter. The I)anish Government is in full agreement
with this decision of the Security Council,and we are
looking forward to the committee's report, confident
that it will be a constructive and positive contribution
to the struggle agaInst apartheid.

177. We see how developments point in a certain
direction, and we must all-the big countries, the
smaller countries, countries of all continents-no
matter how serious the political, economic and emo
tional implications of the problem of apartheid 'are
to us, realize this: the handling of the problem will
call for Wisdom, vigour and imagination if we are
still to hope that a drastic or violent outcome may be
averted, and a solution found on the basis of nXutual
understanding and restoration of the rights and the
dignity of all human beings in South Africa. At this
point, I wish to state firmly that, in order to prqplote
such a solution, the .panish Government will be pre
pared to take all necessary steps in conformity. with
lawful United Nations decisions.

178. This General Assembly can look back upon one
of the most important achievements in United Nations
economic co-operation. The mostcornprehensive eco
nomic conference since the end of the Second ,World
War was held this year, the United Nations Conference
on Trade and Development. The conference reached a
large measure of agreement on world economic prob
lems of' extreme importance to all nations.

179. Since the last session of the General Assembly
we have all known what was at stake at the Conference
on Trade and. Development, not only for the developing
countries, but for our entire United Nations co-opera
.tion. It. is therefore most gratifying that the conference
resulted in a unanimously adopted report, and a final
act signed by all participating countries.

180. Against the background of the conference's un
animous proposal to set up a stailding conference on
trade' and development under the auspices of the
General Assembly, Denrnark looks forward to frUitful
discussions in" the Trade and (Development Board at
an early date. Our expectations in that respect are
further strengthened by the unanimousrecotnmenda
tion of the special committee on conciliation proce
dures. The conference's unanimous recommendations
on the requisite trade and technical assistance mea
sures have the constant attention ofthe Danish Govern
ment. We wish to promote and participate in the im
plementation of the widest possible measures on which
international agreement can be reached.
181. The industrialized countries have reali21ed that
the efforts to utUize the human and material resources
of the developing countries must be pursued and sup
ported in three ways.

170. Denmark would be among the first countries to
welcome it if the Member States ofthe United Nations,'
first and foremost the permanent members of the
Security Council, one day were to reach agreement on
a common goal in world politics and if, to ;lchieve that
goal, they ~ere to provide the United Nations with
real power as envisaged in. Chapter VlIofthe Charter.
In that event, we would be prepared, in the interest
of the enforcement of international law and order, to
accept such limitations of our international freedom
of action as would be necessary. Until then, we must
content ourselves with the second-best SOlution, seeing
that politics is the noble actofreachingthe attainable.

171~ Denmark has again this year had the privilege
to serve on the Committee of Twenty-Four on the
granting of independence to colonial countries and
peoples. We have thus had the opportunity to watch
developments at close range and offer our modest
contribution to this very important trend in today's
world politics. It is the hope of the Danish Govern
ment that our full and sincere support of the basic
principles of self-determination has been clearly
demonstrated in the day to day workof the committee.

172. The general attitude oi' my ,Government to the
questions arising from the legacy of the colonial past

.has been to prornote co-operation between the United
Nations and the parties concerned. We are happy to
see that this policy has borne fruit in most of the
colonial issues, although.it must be admitted that we
are stillleft with a few hard-core problems. We are,
however, confident that, by its own logic, the process
of emancipation will not cease until all countries and
peoples have been freed from the rule of other coun
tries or peoples, in whatever form it may be. We
hope and trust that all Members of the United Nations
will co-operate to promote this process in a dedicated
and orderly way, so that when the history of our epoch
is written it may be said that, from the efforts of our
generation, emerged an international community con
sisting only of truly independent and sovereign nations
and peoples.. .

173. We cannot, however, overlookone problem which
throws a sinister shadow over the continent of Africa
and the whole international scene, and that is the poli
cies of apartheid pursued by the Government of South
Africa. The situation in that country continues to give
rise to deep concern in Denmark. We have noted with
profound regret how the Government of South Africa
systematically and self-righteously persists in under
mining the human rights of the vaet majority of the
South African population. It continues to act in com
plete disregard of the numerous appeals made by the
highest organs of the United Nations and in disregard
of world opinion.

174. The failure of this policy has been amply demon
strated by the increasing use of death penalties and
long terms of imprisonment for oppositional actiVi
ties. It seems evident that the Government of South
Africa does not or will not realize how dangerous is
this way of .running a multiracial community. To the
vast majority of mankind, it is alarming and tragic
to witness how, in spite of the steady deterioration
of the situation in its country, the Government of South
Africa clings to its pOUces of apartheid, which defy
the very PUrposes which the So~+,hAfrican Government
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182. First, the industrialized countries must offer
both technical assistance and development aid.

183. Secondly, the developing countries must be
provided with the necessary capital to implement their
development programmes.

184. Thirdly, last but not least, t1'.e industrialized
countries must facilitate the marketing of pL'oducts
from the developing countries.

185. Expansion, under more favourable terms, ofthe
exports of developing countries is the first essential
in enabling the developing countries to make the best
and greatest possible use of their reSOurces and, con
sequently, for the most effective promotion of eco
nomic development. Outlets must be found for both the
raw materials and tIle processed ,goods of developing
countries. Incidentally, extensive exchanges of trade
are a condition for obtaining the desired results from
technical and financial assistance.

l86. Denmark will continue to work for the elimina
tio,n of all barriers to trade in raw materials. In an
effort to achieve this aim, we shall be prepared to
participate in negotiations for international agree
ments designed to stabilize world market prices of
raw materials of principal impodance to developing
countries. We shall also contribute to extensive reduc
tions of the tariffs imposed on industrial goods from
the developing countries.

187. It is the proclaimed attitude of Denmark to the
Kennedy Round that the negotiations on tariffs and
trade should comprise all commodities. Consequently,
we have not submitted any list of exceptions. At the
Conference on Trade and Development we took aposi
tive attitude to the suggestion that, as part cl the
multilateral efforts to reduce tariffs, further tarift
reductions should be adopted for the benefit of all
developiligcountries within GATT.

188. The conference will no doubt go down in history
as the starting point of a new era in inter)1ational
economic co-operation. One line of thought behind the
deliberations of the conference strikes me as being
especially important, and that is the way in which we
promote the expansion of the exports ofthe developing
countries, especially through the elimination or reduc
tion of tariffs imposed on industrial goods from the
developing countries. According to the thinldng of the
nineteenth century, tariffs are imposed to protect
domestic products. from foreign competition. What we
are proposing now is, in fact, a new concept for the
imposition of tariffs, namely to design them in such
a way that the exports of the developing countries are
facilitated, not hampered. This reverses the aim of·
tariffs: whereas formerly the object was to educate
producers in the home country to a competitive
standard, it is now, in the twentieth century, in the
age of political and economic interdependence, the
clear aim to stimulate· the producers ofthe developing
countries to competitiveness.

189. It is our constant hope that, during or after the
Kennedy Round, the industrialized countries will take
steps to grant general 1rt:'edonl from cU/:ltoms duty.
to industrial .goods from the developing countries.
Any such decision to.deviate from the most-favoured
nation principlemllst, however, according to the views

I have jUl:;lt expressed, be a temporary .measure. We
would like to see all tariff barriers removed com...
pletely from international trade.

190. The efforts to provide better marketing condi
tions in industrialized countries for the products of
developing countries may make considerable progress
in the coming year. The contracting parties to GATT
have just adopted the draft of a new chapter to the
Agreement containing provisions for the benefit of
developing countries. Under these provisions, the
industrialized countries commit. themselves to grant
the best possible conditions for imports of special
interest to the developing countries~

191. Our international organizations are faced with
great tasks. The developing countries have appealed
to the industrialized countries for comprehensive
co-operation in the solution of their problems, be
cause they are problems of importance to the whole
world.

192. The Danish Government welcomes this request,
because we view this co-operation in the light of our
own. experience. The degree of social stability that
we have attained has been made possible through a
steady elimination of barriers within the society.
This dervelopment has taken a long time, and it is a
process that never will and never should stop. We
realize that we cannot expect this development to
continue in our own country if we do not accept that
the same principle should be applied internationally.
Only in that manner can we open up the immense
J:esources of human and material wealth that are
bidden ill the developing countries.
193. The process of decolonization, the assurance of
self~determination and political freedOl'il, the steady
expansion of econ6mic co-operation and the removal
of' all obstacles to the free flow of commoilities, re
flect twonspects of the samepicture.Self-determina
tion and political freedom are of little value if a sound
economic foundation is lacking. Human rights and
political equality have little meaning where hunger
and poverty prevail.

194. While our efforts in then,eld of decolonization
can be said to have been quite successful, there is
still a long way to go in the field of equalizing and
raising standards of living. That is the greatest
challenge today. Only by incessant efforts along these
two lines shall we be able to achieve the basic aim.
of our Organization, the preservation of peace.

195. Today, the choice between peace and war may
well be a chOice between survival and annihilation.
So let us in all our efforts always have the preserva
tion of peace and the furtherance of mutual under
standing in mind. May this General Assembly serve
these noble aims.
196. The PRESIDENT ~ I now give the floor to the
representative of Iraq in the exercise of his right of
reply.

197. Mr. PACHACHI (Iraq): Mr. President, mydele
gation will have another opportunity to offer its warm
congratulations- f;o'cyou on your brilliant election to the
preSidency of this session of the General Assembly.

198. I rise now in order to exercise my right of
reply and to make brief comments on some of the
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statements made by the Israel representative, Mr.
Eban. It must have struck most of .the representatives
seated in this hall that, in the final part of his state
ment relating to Israel's p'osition in the Middle East,
Mr. Eban did not once mention Palestine and its people.
In this single act of deliberate omission, the Israel
representative has given proof of the hollowness of
his arguments and protestations. He posed a series of
rhetorical questions in order to reach the astounding
conclusion that the world community is bound to ratify
the results of Israel's aggression and lawlessness.
In my turn, I would like to pose a different set of
questions, which I think are far more basic and more
pertinent and meaningful to this Organ:l.z8.tion and the
Charter on which it is founded.

199. What I should like to say is this. If the United
Nations upholds justice, jf. the United Nations is faith
ful to its Charter, if the United Nations respects the
rigat of evert people to self-determination, if the
United Natwns recognizes the right of every people to
its ancestral homeland, if the United Nations rejects
conditions brought about by force and aggression, then
the rights of the people of Palestim~should be respected
and upheld and the grave Injustice inflicted upon them
should be removed. •

200. Mr. Eban spoke of the specific case of Israel,
where such principles are ~.o be abandoned. My answer
is that, sixteen years ago, those lofty prhlciples were
abandoned in the case .of th,~ Arabs of Palestine, and
it is because of this abando~lment·of principles that
Mr. Eban today is able to sit in .this hall, while the
people of the country which h~i,sforces occupied lan
guish in misery in United Natiol\lsrefugee camps.

201. Then Mr. Eban spoke.' of \the .Arabs with their
vast territories, witb their millions, grudging Israel
a "tiny corner", as he called it, Israel's "tiny corner",
but my answer is that for its rightful inhabitants this

Litho in D.N.

t~ny corner of Palestine is the most beloved and
cherished plot of land on earth. The ArabS of Palestine
have a physical as well as a spiritual connexion with
the land that is stronger and more continuous than
the connexion of those who profess the 'Jewish faith,
the majority of whom, incidentally, today live outside
the confines of occupied Palestine as citizens of their
own respective countries of birth or residence. But
today Mr. Eban has arrogated to himself the right to
speak on their behalf, while their own representatives,
the representatives of the countries of which :;}l~yare

citizens, are sitting here amongst us in this hall.

202. Israel's protestations of pe~ceful intentions
must appear (,particularly empty and insincere when .
they are exaillined in the light of hard facts: the fact
of five round condemnations by the Secu;rity Council
of the United Nations, the fact of the reV1:'ilsion felt by
millions all ove:r the world in1956 at the premeditated
attack and aggression against Egypt, by the fact of
numerous and continued attacks against defenceless
villages across the armistice lines, actions which even
today are engaging the attention ofthe Security Council.

203. My delegation, of course, will have an oppor
tunity to state in greater detail our position on this
problem of Palestine and the tragedy of its people.
More than sixteen years after their expulsion from
their ancestral homeland, the people of Palestine
demand of you the justice that has been denied them,
and the restoration of the rights which have been
wrested from them in violation of the very loftY prin
ciples enshrined in the Charter and cherished by
mankind as a whole. They are waiting to see whether
this Organization will sacrifice these ide~s on the
altar of expediency, or live up to the hopes that hu
manity has placed in it. This is the crucial test that
we all have to face.

The meeting rose at 1.10 p.m.
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